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Summary

Missile Defense and Deterrence

OGAWA Shin’ichi*

Compared with regional conflicts involving U.S. allies in the Cold War era, the
U.S. stakes in such conflicts in the post-Cold War era are considerably lesser, since they
do not pose the risk of escalation into a military confrontation between the U.S. and
Russia.  In such strategic circumstances, the so-called “rogue states” with survivable
WMD-tipped ballistic missiles may believe that they can prevent the U.S. from
intervening in any regional conflict they might cause, if they can reasonably threaten
even a few U.S. cities, or a small number of U.S. troops stationed abroad. Missile
defenses against such rogue states’ ballistic missiles, TMD and NMD alike, are expected
to dampen the prospects they  envisage.

However, since an NMD system is designed to defend the U.S. homeland, it
may risk upsetting the U.S.-Russia mutual deterrent relationship, which is  traditionally
built on the retaliatory capabilities of the two countries.  China, in addition to the fear
that U.S. NMD would directly threaten China’s strategic security, is afraid that U.S.
NMD might help secure Taiwan’s current status of de facto independence.

One possible approach for the Bush Administration to alleviate Russian and
Chinese concerns over U.S. NMD is to direct its missile defense program toward a land-
based and/or sea-based, boost-phase interceptor system, with a very limited mid-course
interceptor NMD system.  Surface-based boost-phase systems deployed against rogue
states would not be able to intercept ballistic missiles launched from deep inland in Russia
or China, thus providing some reassurance to the two countries.

The Bush Administration has declared that Russia is no longer an enemy and
that, therefore, the ABM Treaty that codified the adversarial relationship between the
two superpowers has lost its reason for existence.  Based on this view, the Bush
Administration intends to replace mutual deterrence based on retaliatory capabilities
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with a “new strategic framework” which includes missile defense as an indispensable
pillar.  Russia, however, does not seem to share the American view that the U.S. and
Russia are no longer adversaries each other, in view of Russia’s concerns about its deterrent
vis-à-vis a U.S. with an NMD system.  Before negating the significance of the ABM
Treaty, the United States, in cooperation with Russia, could: (1) eliminate vulnerable
missile forces; (2) lower the number of deployed ballistic missiles; and (3) reduce the
powerful U.S. counterforce capabilities.

As for China, if the Bush Administration does not consider that country to be a
potential target of an NMD system, the U.S. could launch stepped-up strategic dialogues
with China on NMD deployment.  Such dialogues with China would reassure Beijing
that the U.S. does not view it as an enemy or, at least, the U.S. cares about China’s
strategic security, thus preventing Beijing from taking hostile countermeasures.

The Complete Picture of the NATO Air Campaign in Kosovo
• \  An Analysis from the Military Point of View • \

MII Mitsuo*

The future may hold more military action for NATO. Therefore, it is important
to analyze and to understand NATO’s use of force in Serbia, specifically, “Operation
Allied Force.”

First, why did NATO intervene in the confrontation between the Serbs and the
Kosovar Albanians?

Secondly, what was NATO’s strategy during “Operation Allied Force”?
Thirdly, how did the air campaign end?
During the NATO air campaign in Kosovo, the issue of “humanitarian crisis”

became an important keyword. The confrontation between the Serbs and  the Kosovar
Albanians had gradually intensified since 1998. It became impossible for NATO to overlook
“the humanitarian crisis” of the Kosovar Albanians’ military inferiority to the overwhelming
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power of the Serbian military.
NATO’s successful experience during the Bosnia conflict justified the air

campaign. Based on this prior experience, NATO aimed to achieve a similar solution
with respect to the Serbs and Kosovar Albanians. Therefore, the air campaign was the
obvious “military ” option to choose in attempting to solve the problems in Kosovo.

However, the  Serbian air campaign did not meet NATO’s expectations, in as
much as the air campaign could not be concluded at an early stage, as originally planned.
Mr. Milosevic did not surrender easily to the air campaign. As a matter of fact, it went on
for 78 days before the eventual capitulation. There are several reasons that the air campaign
was so prolonged.

First is that the Yugoslav military and security forces were optimally dispersed
throughout the country.

Second was the major influence of poor weather.
However, the most important cause was that NATO had carefully selected targets

and implemented phased operations, which gradually increased the number of targets
under attack.

As the air campaign drew on voices in favor of a ground war increased throughout
NATO. However, the air campaign suddenly ended, before a rush into a ground war. It
was the G8 peace proposal that led to the end of the campaign. The G8 peace proposal,
which took the place of the Rambouillet peace proposal, won the agreement of Mr.
Milosevic. The G8 proposal was intended to leave the management of Kosovo to the
United Nations and not to NATO.

As for the United Nations, it seemed that its status had suffered a decline before
the start of the air campaign. Usually the United Nations issues a mandate when intending
to use military force. But, in the case of “Operation Allied Force,” NATO did not seem to
require a mandate from the United Nations. It appeared that NATO had simply bypassed
the United Nations making it look like the United Nations had lost importance.

NATO is moving forward with the strategic concept of conflict prevention rather
than conflict intervention. So, as previously stated, NATO may unilaterally choose to
use military force again. Thus, the international community would appear to have two
decision-making organizational centers in the world order.
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The Energy Situation in East Asia and Its Security Implications

TSUNEKAWA Jun*

East Asian nations, especially the developing nations, have achieved remarkable
economic development in the past decades, which has expanded the world’s consumption
of fossil fuels.  Energy security is defined as the ability to secure the energy supply
needed for a nation’s development at a reasonable price and in a stable manner.  Previously,
Kent E. Calder warned that the existed world energy balance would be tipped by the
increasing demand in East Asia led by China, and the competition for dominance in
securing crude oil among the East Asian nations would be intensified.

This survey, however, made it clear that such competition and drainage of energy
resources will hardly occur in the foreseeable future, due to the existence of abundant
reserves of oil and natural gas.  A sudden upsurge in energy prices is also unlikely.  The
development of new energies such as solar energy, wind-power generation and other
energy sources in developed nations would contribute to a relaxation in world fossil
energy demand.

The key issues are temporary interruptions of energy supply and sudden price-
hikes caused by accidents and conflicts in and around transport routes including pipelines.
The Malacca Strait is the busiest strait in the world, and it is a bottleneck for East Asia’s
energy transportation.  The construction of pipelines for natural gas which cross the
boundaries of several sovereign states might cause disputes over the pipeline concessions
among the states concerned.

In order to avoid risk, the East Asian nations need to establish emergency
stockpiles of oil in the region.  In addition, diversification of energy suppliers and resources
is also vital to ensuring energy security in East Asia, especially in Japan, which depends
heavily on oil imported from the Middle East.  As energy security is a global issue which
also impacts environmental conservation, regional and international cooperation is
undoubtedly essential in securing the global energy supply and passing down adequate
resources to  future generations.
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The Information Revolution and Its Impact on International Security

TAKAHASHI Sugio*

With the end of the 20th century, the information  revolution has meant drastic
changes for society, economic structure, and even the lifestyles of individuals.  Its scale
seems to be a match for the agricultural revolution or industrial revolution. It is difficult
to imagine, then, th information revolution brings about only a little change in security or
military affairs. As transformations catalyzed by the information revolution that can affect
security affairs, this article analyses: globalization as a change in the level of international
security; Info-RMA; and cyber warfare as a change in the level of national security.

Globalization, enabled by the imformation revolution, has brought about an
increasing density of interaction among the domestic societies of nations, diversified the
actors in the international arena, including ecological organizations, international terrorist
groups, and so on, and yielded a qualitative transformation of relations of interdependence
among the developed countries.

It is said that advanced information technology will change methods of warfare,
creating info-RMA. The increasing capability for battlespace awareness generated by
technologies such as reconnaissance satellites and airborne sensors, broad-band networks
used for transmitting information in real-time between head quarters and field units, and
precision guided weapons such as Tomahawk cruise missiles and laser-guided bombs,
are characteristics of info-RMA. These new systems are all based on the information
revolution.

Some experts warn of the threat of cyber warfare, pointing to the dangers of
computer viruses, logic bombs, and hacking. In fact, however it is unclear whether or
not a cyber attack would result in serious damage to a society.  Therefore, this aspect of
the information revolution requires further examination, including a review of relevant
legal issues.

Considering all of these changes, the information revolution will have an impact
on some of the premises of security affairs. Therefore, it is necessary for Japan to create
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a vision for “National Security in the Information Age,” something like the report about
“Comprehensive Security” by the Ohira cabinet. There are some questions that should
be answered by this report: whether globalization is beneficial for Japan or not; the roles
of the Japan-U.S. alliance in the “globalized” world and the division of labor in the
alliance (should Japan play a more active role in regional security?); and how to respond
to the emerging cyber threat.




